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Course Overview

Today we must often navigate diverse social contexts as we move between different jobs and interact with a range of co-workers and peers. Leaders of firms and universities are increasingly recruited from outside the organization. College students have become more likely to double major as they face the prospect of moving through several employers and occupations during their working lives. The ability to navigate social heterogeneity and demonstrate wide-ranging competence has become a particularly important dimension of inequality today.

In this course we will examine this rising value for flexibility in several areas of American life. After an introductory discussion about changing definitions of talent and skill, we begin by focusing on the labor market. We will spend five weeks discussing sources of rising labor market flexibility—financialization, the rise of the tech industry, changing expectations about management—and their implications. (One area we will not cover, however, is flexibility about time—variable schedules, flex-time, work-life balance—since this is somewhat distinct from the social flexibility required to navigate diverse contexts, groups, and tasks.) We will then turn our attention to universities by examining the rising prestige of interdisciplinary research and increases in double majoring. After this, we consider two forms of cultural flexibility not tied to particular institutional contexts. In the realm of cultural consumption, “omnivorous” tastes that span many different genres are now the dominant cultural marker of high status. We then explore how flexibility interacts with racial difference and hierarchy in the United States by discussing code-switching.

Throughout the course, we will not just document the rising value for flexibility but will also highlight the consequences this has for inequality and conceptions of the self. Who has the resources to demonstrate this flexibility? Who faces especially high demands to be flexible? How does a rising value for flexibility change our conceptions of ourselves, of success, of status? We will conclude the course by considering alternatives presented by other countries and discussing how a world that demands flexibility can be made more humane and equal.
Learning Goals

1. Students will learn to recognize demands for flexibility in various areas of life and be sensitive to how it shapes inequality and our conceptions of the self.

2. Students will learn to read academic texts effectively with an eye toward preparing for group discussions in a seminar-style class.

3. Students will improve their writing skills by completing a research paper over the course of the semester, incorporating feedback to produce a polished paper that makes a strong, original argument.

Course Requirements

Participation: This is a capstone course for the sociology major meant to give you a chance to engage with a specialized topic through group discussion in a seminar. Participation is therefore crucial for success in this class. You are expected to attend every class meeting having completed the readings. You are allowed one absence without penalty to your participation grade. There are many ways to demonstrate your engagement with class. Contributing to class discussions is central, but I understand that this comes more easily to some than others. Showing you are actively listening to your classmates and trying to respond to their points can make up for less frequent participation in class. Coming to office hours is another way to show you are actively engaging with the course material.

Weekly Reading Response Memos: In order to facilitate class discussions, you will write a reading response memo each week before class. These will be short write-ups (250-500 words) meant to help you reflect and document your reactions to the week’s readings. Please do not summarize the readings; the point is to respond to them. These response memos will also provide you with material you can bring up to contribute to class discussions. (During lulls in our discussion I may ask people to share what they wrote in their response memos for that week.) These will be due on Wednesdays, the day before we meet for class, and should be posted on the Discussions section of the bcourses website.

Final Paper: The two main components of the course are the class discussions of the readings and a research paper you will write over the course of the semester. You will produce a 15-20 page paper that draws on academic literature to make an original argument about the growing demand for flexibility, wide-ranging competence, and navigating diverse social contexts. You can choose to focus on one of the areas we discussed in class—the labor market, the university, cultural consumption, code-switching—or you can look at another area of life—romantic relationships, gender, social networks, politics. You could also focus on consequences for inequality, or for conceptions of the self, across multiple domains. You will have to draw on at least 5 scholarly articles or books in addition to any of the course readings you wish to reference. One option (not required) for this paper is to write a research project proposal: in this case you would make an argument using academic literature that motivates a specific research question, and then you would describe a research design that could help answer that question.
You will complete the final paper in steps over the course of the semester in order to help you pace yourself and to have the opportunity to get regular feedback from me. First, you will turn in a memo on your proposed topic (at least 500 words); then you will write an outline of your argument with citations to academic literature you plan to draw on (3-5 pages); and finally you will turn in your final paper. In between each of these steps, I would encourage you to come to office hours to discuss my comments on your memo or outline—at minimum, you must meet with me once during the semester to discuss your paper.

**Grade Breakdown:**
- Participation: 25%
- Weekly Response Memos: 30%
- Research Paper: 45%
- **topic** 5%
- **outline** 5%
- **office hours** 5%
- **final paper** 30%

**Course Policies**

*Classroom atmosphere:* Creating an encouraging environment where everyone feels free to share their thoughts, feelings, interpretations, and questions will be extremely important for this class. Please engage with each other respectfully and attentively during discussions. I understand that some will be more comfortable with participating in group discussions than others, but I hope we can all push ourselves—and encourage each other—to step out of our comfort zones, whether that be by speaking up more, listening more carefully, or trying to recap and engage with comments made by others in class.

*Computers and Phones:* Laptops can be used in class for class-related activities only (referencing readings, taking notes, etc.). Please do not use your cell phone during class

*Academic Honesty:* It is important that you do your own work and properly cite the work of others that you draw on—academic honesty will be taken seriously in this course. Please see UC Berkeley’s Code of Student Conduct: https://sa.berkeley.edu/code-of-conduct.

*Accommodation:* If you require accommodations in class or on assignments, please let me know about them as early in the term as possible and I will be happy to work out arrangements with you.
Course Outline and Weekly Readings

INTRODUCTION

Week 1 (January 24): Course Introduction

(no readings)

Week 2 (January 31): New Definitions of Talent and Skill


THE LABOR MARKET

Week 3 (February 7): Rising Instability and Mobility in the Labor Market


Gig Economy Data Hub, from the Future of Work Initiative of the Aspen Institute: https://www.gigeconomydata.org/basics

Week 4 (February 14): Flexibility As a Part of the “New Spirit of Capitalism”


**Week 5 (February 21): The Tech Industry**


*DUE FEBRUARY 21: MEMO ON RESEARCH PAPER TOPIC*

**Week 6 (February 28): Financialization**


**Week 7 (March 7): The Mobility of Executives**


**UNIVERSITIES**

**Week 8 (March 14): Interdisciplinarity**


Week 9 (March 21): Double Majoring


*DUE MARCH 21: OUTLINE OF RESEARCH PAPER WITH REFERENCES*

Spring Break (March 28): No Class

CULTURAL FLEXIBILITY

Week 10 (April 4): Cultural Omnivorousness and Flexibility


Week 11 (April 11): Cultural Openness and Its Limits


**Week 12 (April 18): Code Switching**


**BROADER REFLECTIONS**

**Week 13 (April 25): Consequences for the Self – Comparative Perspectives**


**Week 14 (May 2): Conclusions and Potential Responses**


*FINAL PAPER DUE MAY 9 AT NOON*